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contents ISSUE 
FOUR

 A bi-monthly e-zine by & for members of Subud California & beyond

c 

                                         Editorial

        Due to circumstances largely beyond my control this issue of 
Contents is being distributed much later than I anticipated. I apologize 
for this. Many of you will have attended two Subud gatherings since 
this issue was finished and accounts of the LA congress may  seem a 
little obsolete. So be it.

 

 Welcome to Contents Issue 4. Lots of Regional Congress 
material here. Plus a Bapak story,  good art and poetry, two book 
reviews (one by Harris Smart who stayed with us for a few days), and, 
as in Issue 3, an article by a Subud teenager.  I invite you, dear reader, 
to send me photos, reflections, news, letters, URLs, poetry, cartoons 
and:  PLEASE! news of recent openings. 
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A Message from the Chairman

It’s been a year now since I stepped into the role of Regional Chair.
I certainly had no idea what I was getting myself involved in when I started. I knew I wanted to help Subud 
California to regain some of the enjoyable aspects of Subud that have been a bit smothered by the trials of life.  I 
knew I cared a lot about this outfit and its members and about the possibilities it offers to people who have never 
heard of Subud.  I knew I loved what Subud had given me and felt I owed something.
I did not know of many duties I would need to undertake - that I would be required to be  a member of a national 
board, for example, or of the many issues I would deal with in that capacity.  I did not know that I would become 
deeply involved in the rewriting of our national bylaws.  I also did not know how important those bylaws are or 
how satisfying it would be to be involved in the process of rewriting them.
I didn’t expect that I would become so involved in the issues of our region’s housing, but this has been and 
continues to be, an important part of the work done by the California Committee and Council.
I had no idea of the guidance and grace that can come from doing this work; or of the suffering that can go along 
with that grace.
I am lucky to be working with wonderful people.  My fellow committee members; Henrietta Haines, our regional 
office manager; the members of the council; other board members;our regional helpers; Melinda at the national 
office; Emmanuel, our visionary newsletter editor; Michael Menduno and a large and wonderful group of people 
who helped put on the regional congress; the large and dedicated group of people who have recently met in 
interminable conference calls to rewrite the bylaws; the members of Santa Cruz, my local group, who have been 
active in rising to a challenge brought about by the need for important  repairs to the structure of their house; and 
many more.  So many good people.  So much dedication.  Thank you all.
After a year I now have an idea of what’s involved.  I can see what I have done well and what  I need to do better.  
The goal is to make us stronger.  Stronger financially.  Stronger in our relationships.  And stronger in our ability 
to receive and follow our guidance.  What we receive in latihan is not up to us.  Our spiritual progress is not up to 
us.  Just about everything else is.
I look forward to the coming year and to working together with so many of you.
  Thank you for this experience and for your help.  - Daniel
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From your regional helpers
The 2012 California Regional Congress at the Airtel Plaza Hotel in Van Nuys was a very successful event. A diversity of 
kedjiwa’an activities provided a full spectrum of interesting and helpful experiences for the 150 plus attendees. Ample 
room for concurrent testing and latihan sessions made it easy to accommodate the busy kedjiwa’an program we’d planned.

National and International Helpers were also present and they all contributed greatly to the program offerings and 
provided the entire event with a special dimension not usually experienced in a Regional Congress. A variety of kedjiwa’an 
activities included different approaches to awareness testing, a Health and Wellness Kedjiwa’an Workshop,  conversation 
and testing for young mothers, and special testing for newer members. All scheduled latihans were followed by extensive 
group testing that deepened the kedjiwa’an experience of all participants.

This was the 3rd Regional Congress for the present Regional Helpers and we felt that the overall planning was 
excellent and we were able to handle a combined Congress and Kedjiwa’an schedule without too many glitches. Especially 
satisfying was our allowing for ample discussion time with various groups and individuals before testing with them; we all 
learned a lot about our member’s needs and we were able to facilitate very helpful testing sessions through out the 
congress.

None of this would be possible without the guidance and wisdom provided by National Helpers Aminah Ulmer  and 
Sjariffudin Harris, International Helpers Grace Hodgson (USA), Elaina Dodson (Canada) , Daniela Urrutia (Columbia) , 
Reynaldo Mosquera (Columbia), and, Hamilton Schragen (Canada). Individuals that we would especially like to thank are 
Malama McNeil for facilitating the Health and Healing Kedjiwa’an Workshop,  Halstein Stralberg who served as translator 
for bi-lingual (Spanish and English) testing, and Mhd. Isman Kanafsky for his leadership in new member testing. 
Respectfully submitted by Deanna Foster, Irena Olender, Maria Pope, Ralph Davila, Suryadi Mai, Sanderson Morgan - 
Regional Helpers, Subud California
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News from Santa Cruz
Jeff Stone

 In November of 2009 the Chair of Subud Santa Cruz resigned and I was the vice chair. We tested for the 
new position. I was hoping someone else would be interested. But since no one was, I tested and with a bit of 
reluctance took on the position.
 For most of that time it was pretty routine. There were some personality conflicts or minor issues that 
would occasionally arise. That was a bit of a pain but I could deal with it. I found that running meetings was kind 
of fun, but we had as few as possible. Honestly my feeling was that Subud was in an inevitable decline since the 
death of Bapak, and that our shrinking membership and somewhat smaller Latihans was to be expected. For me 
the Latihan was compelling enough for me to want to continue and even to be Chair. But, as with any spiritual 
practice that I had sampled in my life, if I wasn’t keeping one foot out the door, I was at least keeping a few toes 
out there. Subud didn’t seem perfect and, well, if it’s not perfect there is always the possibility I’ll find 
something better.

 But then we ran into a real crisis. Towards the end of 2011, during the point I had hoped to pass the baton 
onto someone else after having served a full term of 2 years, we discovered that the structure supporting the roof 
over both our Latihan halls was on the verge of failure. I won’t go into the technical details here, but it was 
serious enough so that the collapse of the building was immanent. After inspections and bids we found we 
needed to borrow around $100,000 to fix the problem. The Region had about $180,000 in it’s building fund. So 
we were asking for well over half that amount in a region where there are other centers that face problems as 
well.
 I asked for help and a group of concerned members came together to work on a Request for Funds from 
the Region. The first few times I submitted this request to the Regional Chairman, Daniel Foster, he said we 
needed to do better.
 As I came to realize that getting these funds was not a sure thing I worried that we would loose the 
beloved building that had housed our Latihans for about 40 years, and this could happen on my watch. Daniel 
insisted that we provide the Council with a detailed plan on how we would come up with the funds we would 
need to pay off a loan. He was certainly right to do this, even duty bound, but I was having a lot of bad nights 
full of worry and frustration.
 The thing about a crisis is it forces you to either rally and meet it or crumble. I’m proud to report that we 
did not crumble. The crisis drew us together and we worked as a team to improve the document we submitted. 
But we also knew that that wasn’t going to be enough. We would have to work hard to make sure we could make 
the payments.
 So this crisis became an opportunity to revitalize Subud Santa Cruz, and I’m happy to report that we are 
in that process right now, starting with rethinking how we do our rental business that helps so much with funding 
our Center. We’ve also managed to raise pledges from Subud members and raise money in other ways.

! For me, personally, this chairmanship has turned into a crucible that has forced me to look at my own 
commitment to Subud and to the Latihan. I am putting all my toes in a forward direction now, not dragging 
them, not keeping myself held back. I am here in Subud because I want to be, and I’m no longer pretending that 
there might be another way for me to go. I am listening now to something higher than my fears and my thoughts.
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 That we have been granted the loan from the Council is wonderful news both for our Center and for me 
personally. But I was already at the point where I was prepared for a no. If we had to give up our building and 
rent a Latihan Hall I was willing to go that route. Having received the loan we must use it and pay it off 
responsibly. This is the beginning of a new phase in the history of our Center. I don’t know where it will lead, 
but I am ready for really good things, like maybe even the growth of our Center again. My devotion to the 
Latihan is stronger and I invite all those who feel the way I do to come together and bring the Latihan more 
and more into our lives. We never know where that will lead. It is a thrilling moment, all the more precious 
because we share it together. 
 I am so thankful to the members of my Center and also to the Regional Council and Committee who 
work so hard to do the right thing. I was glad to attend the Council meeting where they voted. They had been 
discussing this matter prior to the meeting and continued to do so at that meeting. I could see clearly they 
wanted to help. They just needed to feel confidence that the Santa Cruz membership would meet the challenge 
before us. They voted a unanimous yes. I know that we in Santa Cruz are taking their confidence in us to 
heart.
 I have written this from my vantage point. It could have come from any number of other involved 
members, with their own slant and point of view. Philip Lindstrom who made the presentation to the Council 
and who has been a constant and consistent leader in our community, Rachmat Martin who figured out that 
there really was a problem with our roof, and who has worked hard to make our effort a success. The members  
of our Committee and the other members who rallied around, too many to name. Daniel, who, demanded the 
best of us, and the Council members who were willing to put trust in us.
 In love and respect,
  Jeff Stone
                          Chair, Subud Santa Cruz
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Congress Art Gallery Summary
Robert Mertens 

We had a very good art experience at this year’s California congress.
The people-
*The main reason, I believe, is the people. We had 17 artists that graciously agreed to show their work 

(and delivered it on time for a formal opening after the supper club on Friday evening). 
*We had a mix of art. We had professionals and children that showed side by side. A seven year old sold 

her first piece. Two deceased artists were remembered through their work.
*The artists rolled up their sleeves to help in the hanging and labeling and took shifts in the gallery so 

that we could be open at many moments during the congress.
*Congress team members pitched in to ease the process: 
Michael listened to my requests to put the gallery in a large, well lit (artificial and natural light), room 

near the dining area, which could be kept secure. He was open and attentive to me during the whole process 
through the congress itself, which was immensely helpful.

Amelia worked the art sales into the same system as the gift shop sales and helped me set up the forms 
for registration and the spreadsheets for keeping track of the artist information.

Naomi created the visual and functional templates that worked seamlessly with the congress web site for 
art registration and information. 

Renata published the gallery/gift shop hours in the congress program.
Henrietta kept track of the registration fees and kept me informed periodically of payments by the 

exhibitors.
The art team:
Amelia Williams, Mairead O’Connor, and Raphaela Riparetti all contributed to conceiving how the 

gallery would be, participating in the design of the gallery experience through conference calls, made artist 
contacts, and took care of a myriad of details along the way.

Volunteer Help:
A big thank you to Leo Horthy who designed and built some of the display panels, hauled all of them to 

and from the congress in his van, bought materials for the displays, did the lions share of the set up and break 
down of the show, and helped me return the panels to storage in Badger.

Sharif Harris and Ralph Davilla who assisted with the set up and break down of the show.
Harvey Carlock helped to hang the show.
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Leanna Harrison, Isman Kanafsky, and Lusana Erekson took shifts during the congress to staff the
gallery, allowing us to eat and keeping the load light.
Hotel Staff: The staff graciously unlocked and locked the gallery space at a moment’s notice, lent us a 

cart to move heavy pieces of sculpture and were completely attentive to our needs.
Special Thanks: Roland Weinstein, who donated a beautiful, framed work of Riduan Tomkins.
The conditions present at this congress permitted us to prepare and deliver a quality art exhibit that also 

made a significant contribution to the finances of the congress (we sold $9,000 in art, contributing $1,800 to the 
congress fund).

The vision of an art show that could show the art well and provide an opportunity to sell art came 
together with the venue this time. This is not always the case (or, in my opinion, the need) for each congress.

NOTES-
*I think the vision for the art at each congress needs to be flexible and developed early for a good result.
* It’s worth the extra expense to have a large, well lighted, and secure, room for the gallery/gift shop, 

near the dining area that is open before and after lunch and dinner, and other key moments when people are 
congregating nearby.

*  Focus people’s attention on the gallery with a formal opening.
*  Give artists personal invitations by phone or in person to exhibit.
*  Provide information and art registration on the congress website.

           *  Ask for help often to whoever might be able to give it.
           *  Involve as many people as possible.
           * Stay relaxed and flexible.
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Fine Artist Painter 

& Master Calligrapher

From the age of four years old, Lusana knew she 

wanted to be a painter,

At this age, while lying in a state of bliss on the 

front lawn as was her want to do, she looked at 
the bowl of water her mother had given her to 

make ‘mud pies’ in the dirt –which she most 

certainly had no inclination to do.  But as she sat 
the bowl on the sidewalk next to where she was 

lying, a drop of water or two went onto the white 

sidewalk like sumi ink, and the spell was cast.  She 
carefully dipped her finger in the water, as if it 

were a brush or pen, and began to draw in this 

delicious ‘ink’ on the sidewalk, much to her 

delight.  

At the age of 9 when she saw calligraphy and Kanji (Asian calligraphy) for the first time, she knew she was 
born to do this as well.   Lusana taught herself to paint on ricepaper with a mixture of water-based paints 

and sumi-e inks to create Visions of the Grace that is Beauty, usually from God’s creation, with the infusion 

of  Aura or Vibration of the life force inherent.   Her paintings are intended to transport one to the place of 

peace and beauty in  life-size canvases and fine art Giclees  you can easily enter with your feeling. 

She earned her Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in at UCSD La Jolla, UC Santa Cruz and did post-graduate 

work at SDSU.  None of these schools taught her to paint the way she does, nor did they teach her 

Calligraphy or Kanji.  Lusana left that education to the Latihan, which has blessed her with Inspiration and 
guided her technique to bring forth what she has seen from Within.  Her hope is that her paintings will 

provide a wide opening to one’s innermost realm of beauty and grace. 

Lusana marries her native sunny California origin with a Venerable  inner ancient Asian soul. 
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Creating Community within Community
An exploration of Laguna Woods Village for our 55+ members

by Amelia Williams
THE NEED
    Sharing community has been an ongoing conversation amongst some Subud members over the years.  The 
challenge is daunting – what community could possibly serve all the needs and desires of our Subud 
membership for family, employment, location and affordability? 
    And now we have an aging population with new needs – to have a safe, affordable caring community where 
we can age in place.  For this age group the desire for community may be especially strong.  What we want is a 
place where we have easy access to the latihan with others, where we can play, pray and yes, still work – 
together; a place where we can age gracefully with the love and shared wisdom of others.  
    As we explore options to care for ourselves during these later years we have many models to consider.  Wisma 
Mulia in U.K. is typical of a dedicated home for elder Subud members.  All include the same challenge of 
funding and creating from the ground up. And there’s the ‘Sacramento Option’ – living in a new public Senior 
Housing unit up the street from Subud Sacramento. (contact: lucashess@comcast.net).  Now some of us are 
exploring a different model – Let’s ‘re-purpose’ something already established!CALIFORNIA CONGRESS 
WORKSHOP
    In May about 10 people met to explore ideas for creating a caring community that would provide for our 
changing needs.  We became excited about an opportunity provided at the Laguna Woods Village . Located 1 
hour south of L.A., 4 of us visited the grounds the next day with our chauffeur / tour guide – Viviana Stomel.  
Other members have toured since then and interest is spreading.                                                                   
BRIEF DESCRIPTION of LAGUNA WOODS VILLAGE  http://www.lagunawoodsvillage.com               
The ‘village’ spans 2,095 acres and consists of 14 gated ‘neighborhoods’ within the city of Laguna Woods.  
While the neighborhoods are near to each other, there is still the sense of belonging to the ‘outside’ world. It’s a 
10 minute drive to Laguna Beach, and close to Irvine for employment. 
    A resident of any village unit can enter all neighborhoods, participate in all activities and attend events / 
activities at any of the pools or clubhouses. There are 5 pools, 7 clubhouses , 2 fitness centers, library, computer 
center, art center and a garden center with 933 plots and a golf course.  The clubhouses are ‘venues’ – one is a 
performance theatre, another is for dancing, another is designed like a community college campus with 
workshops, classrooms and does even include classes taught by the local community college instructors.  Most 
activities and classes are free – included in the resident fees, and there are hundreds of clubs. Residents can 
reserve a room for, say – LATIHAN!

Housing styles include single level homes, condos and the towers (with evening meal dining hall included).

mailto:lucashess@comcast.net
mailto:lucashess@comcast.net
http://www.lagunawoodsvillage.com
http://www.lagunawoodsvillage.com
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8+ POINTS MAKING THIS A GREAT PLACE 
1 – Affordable  (see below)
2 – Climate: Southern California warmth (far enough from the sea to be dry / close enough to benefit from 
moving air)
3 – Clean air: 10 minutes to the beach
4 – Near big city: Irvine supports employment and services
5 – Medical: Hospital is adjacent
6 – Transportation: Free shuttles to all the village areas and to the town.
7 – Active: Designed to encourage and support active enthusiasm for life.
8 – Culture: The city of Laguna Beach hosts 3 arts festivals a year and the town is a charming destination.
WHAT’S AFFORDABLE?
Because of its legal structure (see below) housing costs are contained and seem to be about 50 to 60% lower than 
outside the gate.  A 2 bedroom condo with a view starts at $100,000, and I just saw a listing for a 1 bedroom 
‘house’ for $69,000.  The association fees run $500-%700/mo and cover almost everything you need (except 
electric, cable and phone). Units are also available to lease as an opportunity to ‘try it out’.
 GOVERNANCE
‘LWV’ is organized under IRS as a 501(c)(4) Social Welfare Organization and as a California Non-profit Mutual 
Benefit Corporation.  Each resident is a voting member of this corporation, which is served by a Board of 
Directors.
NEW CONCEPT:  Community within a Community
    We are exploring the concept of creating ‘community within community’ at Laguna Woods Village. 
    One couple has already purchased a 2 bedroom condo.  As word spreads, many of us feel this may be a 
wonderful opportunity. If a critical mass of members - maybe 5 men and 5 women committed to the latihan - 
decided to move to this community, we could create a caring community.  (A group 20 residents qualifies to form 
a ‘club’ enabling free use one of the club houses for latihans).
If we were living close to one another we could evolve innovative ways to care for each other.  Sharing meals, 
project work and the latihan are key.  There are options to own or lease.  This is not an assisted living community 
so we would need to provide for extra care for each other as our needs change.  But the human experience of 
being in community with people who share faith and kindness goes a long way to extending the quality of life.  
Something else that attracts me about this model  - if many of our needs are met fairly easily we’d be free to turn 
our attention to creating Subud projects!
WHAT’S MISSING?
    This isn’t for everyone.  Maybe you want to / need to stay near your grandchildren.  And this is not 
intergenerational (although there are activities to encourage enjoyment for the grandkids.)
One hour to nearest Subud center in LA – but we’ll create our own center.
NEXT STEPS: ACTION
Workshop at National Congress – Thurs. July 5, 1:30 to 3:00 pm in the Spokane Board Room
Hanafi Fraval (workshop convener): fbeco@me.com to get on the email list
Viviana Stomel (new resident):vivianaleestomel@gmail.com for a local tour

mailto:fbeco@me.com
mailto:fbeco@me.com
mailto:vivianaleestomel@gmail.com
mailto:vivianaleestomel@gmail.com
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Subud & me                                                                                                              
Saphira                                                         

My mom was opened when I was 7. Since then, she has talked about Subud just about every day, sharing her 
experiences and ideas as she learned about Subud’s spiritual concepts. Through her stories and rambling “lectures” (as a 
young child, long conversations are just as tedious as being scolded) I learned about Subud practices such as the latihan, 
and what to expect as far as general experiences. I learned that after a while of practicing, you feel compelled to move—
and that the movement is encouraged. I learned that Subud people are not supposed to donate blood. I learned that Bapak 
might have been the person mentioned in the Prophecies of Fatima. In these conversations my mom sometimes mentioned 
how she hoped I would someday join Subud as well.                                        
 Because I was so young, the idea that I would join seemed as natural as the idea I would someday go to college. It 
was never really a conscious decision- I just couldn’t really picture it any other way. My mom had had a positive 
experience through doing so, so I figured so would I-- why not? The only thing that gave me reservations was my mental 
image of “Subud people” and how different it was from who I consider “myself.” For example, a lot of the people in Subud 
frequently enjoyed lengthy conversations about Subud, the latihan, Bapak, and spiritual ideas in general. While many of the 
personal-experience stories were entertaining (and more than a little unusual), I was not interested at all spiritual matters. I 
enjoyed fantasy, science fiction, animals, and action/adventure stories. As far as a topic of conversation, spiritual matters 
fell close to bodily functions as far as interest and appeal. While my mom was always talking about how she prayed that 
morning or what she just read about Bapak’s life, I kept my prayers and spiritual thoughts to myself, feeling no great need 
to express them verbally.              
 Another major difference, as I saw it, was that “Subud” was a group of elderly folk. Not teenagers, young adults, or 
anyone remotely close to my age. In fact, the people closest to my age were probably two or even three times my age! 
While these characteristics daunted me, it was not enough for me to reject Subud. Though I normally would have dismissed 
Subud as simply another “religion” like Christianity and Judaism, I didn’t because I had felt the power of the latihan. 
Several times, when I was very sick my mom did special latihans for me, which helped ease my nausea or other severe 
symptoms such as pain while breathing.    

 In retrospect the thing that made me fully commit to Subud was the people who I met at all the Subud gatherings 
and parties my mom brought me to. They intrigued me. They were extraordinarily kind and playful, and many seemed to 
enjoy life just as much as very young children do, even if they weren’t as physically active. Emmanuel was clever; Irena 
was funny; Lucia was adventurous. Many of them took an interest in me, even though I was “only” a child, while many 
“normal” adults often overlooked me. I remember many happy times chatting with people about subjects that actually 
interested me- proving that Subud people were NOT interested in only talking about Subud. Sam liked anime. Naomi 
enjoyed books. Other people enjoyed music or games. These friendships I formed showed me that the age difference could 
be breached, and that I COULD belong in Subud. My only other major concern was that being in Subud would force me to 
change my ways. For example, I had heard that another person couldn’t watch TV because she felt it affected her too much. 
As an avid movie lover, this worried me. I liked who I was, and didn’t want to be forced to become a different person. 
However, after talking with several people I determined that this would not be the case, and that any changes would be 
things that I chose.                           
Once my fears were laid to rest, the only real question left was as to WHEN I would be opened. My leg injury decided that. 
Helpers felt that it would help me a lot to be opened before the surgery so God and the helpers could better support me. I 
would gladly do anything to get my leg back to the best condition possible, so I had no trouble agreeing, even though the 
timing was a lot earlier than I had expected. I have yet to regret that decision.

Saphira was opened on May 12th - ed. 
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June 22nd is Bapak’s birthday, so I’m  including this story about him, taken from “An Extraordinary Man”,  
a collection of people’s experiences of Bapak, a book no Subud member should be without. 

The Prophets
by

Leonard Lasalle

...Bapak was just coming to sit down. He was smoking a kretek and while he smoked and talked I 
was beginning to wonder if I didn’t need glasses to see better from where I was. Then I remembered I 
had brand-new glasses in my pocket and I put them on.

Bapak talked and it was fascinating, but I was a bit dreamy and floating as I listened. Suddenly I 
looked at him and said to myself, “Who is that? This is not Bapak on stage.” I thought there was 
something funny or that I was really tired so I took my glasses off and put them on again. It was even 
clearer to me that the man on the stage was a different person. He was very good-looking. He was 
young, strong, athletic, very relaxed as he talked.

“What’s happening to me?” I thought to myself, “My God, am I delirious, do I have a 
temperature?” I was trying to figure it out but I couldn’t. So I went deep inside myself because 
obviously, from the outside, I couldn’t understand. I asked, “Please God, help me out. What’s happening 
to me? Who is that character out there? I thought it was Bapak talking and it’s not. Who is it?”

And then, like a resonance in a cathedral, the answer came, “Adam!”and I started to cry. There 
was Adam. I had in immense inner understanding that it had to be Adam.

Then Bapak went on talking and suddenly, between tears, I saw that it was not Adam any longer. I 
took my handkerchief out and dried my eyes. I asked God, “this is extraordinary. Who is that now? It’s 
not the same man as before.” There in front of me stood a man with a very big nose and curly hair, very 
big curls, black hair going grey. He was thin but very tough, very wide and muscular, square, a big man. 
The word Abraham came from inside. I was seeing Abraham. Tears came out again. I was very 
emotional. It was too much, you know!

I am an artist and I could have drawn those men, painted them, they were so clear in front of me. 
Extraordinary. As the evening went on Bapak continued talking and again I saw another man. This man 
had a very big forehead, white hair but shorter than Abraham and a different type of hair. It’s almost like 
he could have been a redhead but he was white. He was a man in his sixties and I knew; I didn’t have to 
ask this time. I knew it was Moses. I remember his hands were very wide, short fingers, very, very 
gentle but very pudgy. I really noticed all the details because being an artist I learned to be very 
observant. I looked carefully at the clothing.
A further shock.
 With Abraham it was very roughly hewn. He had very little on. You could see most of his body. 
Moses had a long robe, white, it looked like an Egyptian garb. I was very moved. Abraham is a man I 
adore.
 Suddenly as the evening went on I had another shock. I saw Jesus. Bapak became Jesus in front of 
my eyes. There he stood, very feminine. His movements were supple. His hands were long and thin. His 
voice was clear like crystal. There was such love coming out of this man it was wonderful to be in front 
of him. He was neither a woman nor a man, an extraordinary character.

By that time I was really in a terrible state, crying in my chair. I would barely recover and the 
feeling would come back and I’d cry again. I said to myself: “Come on, get hold of yourself!” So I 
wiped my eyes, blew my nose and went through two hours of Bapak talking and transforming. I was 
exhausted.
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Suddenly, I saw a little man in Bapak’s chair, with a thin black moustache. He had a little round 
face. He was slight of build, very quick, very agile, talking very fast with lots of movements. I knew it 
was Muhammad, I just knew. He had beautiful almond black eyes, fascinating eyes. While I was looking 
at him there was a kind of explosion in his face, like a star bursting, and then I saw Bapak roaring with 
laughter; a projector had exploded. Sometimes those early ones would explode in that way. And Bapak 
was laughing because the thing had exploded.

If you remember when Bapak talked there was this phenomenon happening. You felt that he was 
talking to you personally. As he laughed he was looking straight at me and inside I said, “Thank you 
Bapak. I know who you are now.”

It was the Sixties and I experienced that Bapak was actually all the prophets in one. That was why 
he knew the Bible so well. He knew more than anybody could know, and people often wondered where 
he got his information. Well, he lived it.
 He was a pure soul from God that had taken different forms, had accumulated knowledge, a 
colossal thing. That was why Bapak said there would be nobody after him. He had integrated them all. 
This was an amazing experience and I never told anybody about this for years and years. 

Portrait of Bapak 
by Anthony LoSchiavo
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WHY NOW?                                                                                                                                                                             
A chain of events which prompted my painting a portrait of Bapak by Anthony LoSchiavo

 I should go to the Regional Congress.  It is close by, after all, at the Presentation Center again. I do like it there, it 
has a peaceful feeling and I don’t have to sit through any meetings.  Yes!  I will go and enjoy myself!After the usual 
Congress business which seemed to have certain sparseness, I really needed a cup of coffee.  More activities and greetings 
in the congested hallway; I need some air!My wife Rohana and I went outside about the same time, probably for the same 
reason.  We have a small group and this is a bit overwhelming at times.  I went for a walk to the car to get my pipe.  
Returning I saw my wife speaking to Rina Kempton and a rather tall young woman with a guitar.  I was introduced by 
Rina to Honora Hildreth, who told me she is a musician and songwriter.  She was hoping to get find funding to record a 
CD of her music, possibly a grant but didn’t know how to proceed after that.  I immediately felt a need to be of assistance, 
but what the heck do I know about the music business?  I suggested, “Maybe you should talk to  Terry Kirkman in LA.”  
He was a famous songwriter and perhaps could give her some advice, as  I had seen him advising another performer at a 
previous Congress.  Of course, I didn’t know what level of accomplishment Miss Hildreth was at. Maybe I’m putting my 
foot in my mouth again!  The conversation was brief, we shook hands and parted, but I couldn’t remember her name.

 I had a good latihan and some good conversation, dinner, and now it’s time for entertainment.  The quality of the 
performances was high and I was feeling great. Honora Hildreth got on stage.  Oh! I spoke to her, I remembered.  She 
began to play her guitar and sing.  Honora’s voice and lyrics moved me.  It was a song of love and bitter relationships with 
men.  I closed my eyes.  Suddenly I found myself in a dimly lit smoke filled bar around the turn of the 19th century and a 
much older woman was singing!  Wow, what the heck was that?  I opened my eyes, looked at this wholesome young 
woman.  I closed my eyes, bang; I’m there again, back in this sooty, choking bar.  Are these guys miners?  I opened my 
eyes and the discrepancy was mentally paralyzing for a moment.  I don’t know what just happened but I felt strongly that 
this young woman should have her CD of her music.  Could I help her get that CD?  The feeling remained, but I told no 
one of my experience.  I enjoyed the rest of the entertainment without any more time, space jumps.
 Back home I wondered how or what I would do to raise money for SICA.  I decided to donate some of my 
lithographs during the holidays and give the proceeds to SICA.  This was made easy since Isman, a member of our group, 
was just elected to the SICA board.  As we spoke of how this would work, I didn’t mention time shifts.
 Shortly after my prints were being featured on the SICA website, Isman mentioned Honora was applying for a 
grant to get a CD of her music.  Although the SICA budget was not large, he thought she would probably get the grant.  
 Now, I wanted more money to flow into SICA so that other young artists should get a helping hand.  Flashback to 
1980:  I’ll bring an oil portrait of a corporate executive as a sample of my artwork to the National Congress and show it to 
Bapak, hoping he would let me paint an official portrait of him.  I knew that Bapak had seen and liked one of my paintings 
that were hung in the Subud house when he visited Carmel Valley in 1972.  That painting was a coastal view of 
somewhere I had never seen, that I painted one year before I was opened.  I still have it and love the sun rays that filter on 
to the beach.  It looks more like Borneo, rather than the Pacific coast.
 Sharif showed Bapak my portrait sample and he said, “Bapak says, Yes, I could paint him and that I should work 
with some photographers.”  Not what I was hoping for.  I wanted to take my own photos and make a sketch, as that is my 
method.  Looking at the available photos of Bapak  I was not inspired, as they were not my vision. I wanted to see the 
laugh that I remembered when Bapak told a joke when I saw him giving a talk.  The project went by the wayside.
 Now, in the present, I decided that painting Bapak’s portrait would  be the best way to raise money for SICA.  I 
was given a large book at the National Congress in Chicago, titled, “The Story of My Life.”  It has hundreds of photos of 
Bapak that were taken throughout his life.  I pored over it and found one I could work with and  that had that laugh!   I had 
to make a number of improvements, not the least of which was that there was no body in the photograph.  Luckily, there 
was a photo with a body pose I could work with and I combined both of them to make my original watercolor painting and 
happily remembered Bapak laughing while I painted it.  It still makes me smile.

We're sending the original painting to Canada and hope to sell it for SICA.! It is priced at $1,250 which includes professional framing, 
with mat.! Prints are available from SICA, check the SICA website for current price.

Honora wrote: "You can find my music at honora.bandcamp.com and soundcloud.com/honorahildreth.

http://honora.bandcamp.com/
http://honora.bandcamp.com/
http://soundcloud.com/honorahildreth
http://soundcloud.com/honorahildreth
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Our Recent Congress and Our Next Congress - A Search for A Congress Director
Daniel Foster 

 Our recent regional congress was a great success.  I think everyone who attended enjoyed themselves and 
came away richer for it.  Michael & Co. did a great job of designing, planning and carrying out this event.  Our 
regional helpers did a great job of seeing that the kedjiwaan side of things was also well planned and conducted.
 One of the difficulties we face in Subud organizations is continuity.  An old chair goes out, a new one 
comes in and the reinvention starts over again.  There are multiple reasons for this.  One of them is that a whole 
new team is taking over.  Perhaps a different vision, different goals.  Another is that, typically, the incoming team 
has very little idea of what’s involved.  Attending a congress, or many congresses, doesn’t give you the 
knowledge required to successfully plan and organize one.  Typically there is no manual - no guidebook – telling 
the person running a congress or a center or a region what’s involved and how to do it.
 Some months ago I asked Michael if he’d extend his involvement with congress planning to 2013.  We 
discussed, and then tested about, his continuing, but in a different role.  He’ll be involved with the planning and 
execution of the congress at a slightly higher level, one that is less involved  with day-to-day tasks, and more to 
do with the larger picture. Michael has agreed to this role.  He will be  the Congress Chair, but as the ‘producer’, 
so we’ll need a ‘director’ – someone responsible for the hands-on planning and running of the event.
 One of  Michael’s new tasks will be to ensure that what worked in 2012 is documented so that the same 
systems can be re-used.  The 2012 Congress saw a huge advance in the to registration of participants, 
communication with the membership, organising and running a gallery/giftshop, running the tech side of the 
entertainment, etc.  We should not have to reinvent any of these. Improve on them, yes, but not reinvent.
 So here’s an important position beckoning for the right person.  Here’s your chance to create a memorable 
event and to learn a tremendous amount about event planning.  You will work with a great people.  You will 
NOT be cast into a sea of confusion which you will have to sort out all by yourself.  There is an established set of 
tools and processes at your disposal.  There are people ready to work with you.
 If you are interested in learning more about this, call or email Michael (Michael@menduno.com; 
760-832-9494) or me (danielfoster@me.com; 805-455-5724).   You’ll be glad you did.  You’ll walk taller and 
carry yourself with a new and well-earned sense of confidence.  

mailto:Michael@menduno.com
mailto:Michael@menduno.com
mailto:danielfoster@me.com
mailto:danielfoster@me.com
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Retrieving the Light

Harris Smart reviews  Rahima Warren's novel “Dark Innocence”

" Dark Innocence is the story of a therapeutic journey cast in the form of a fantasy novel. It is the first 
volume in a trilogy The Star-seer's Prophecy. Rahima Warren, a Subud member and psychotherapist writes, 
“Wishing to share what I have learned on my journey, I originally thought I might write a self-help book or a 
memoir. But what emerged – unplanned and in a creative, passionate torrent – was this fantasy trilogy.”
! The true import of the book is summed up by a quotation at the beginning from Viktor Frankl, the 
concentration camp survivor, ”What is to give light must endure burning”, because it is a narrative about the 
healing ordeal its hero, Kyr, must undertake in order to find his humanity after a life which has begun in the most 
hellish of circumstances.
! Kyr has been born into world dominated by an all-powerful sorcerer, the Soul-Drinker, who has banished 
its rightful divine power, the Goddess, and turned it into a horror of suffering and evil. The Soul-Drinker's power 
is resisted by The Circle, a secret group who seek to overthrow the sorcerer. They are inspired by an ancient 
prophecy promising the arrival of an heroic Savior.

Kyr is this unlikely source of redemption. Born and raised as a slave of the Soul-Drinker, subject to a life 
of cruelty and degradation, he manages to break free and to begin a process of becoming human within the 
wisdom and protection provided byThe Circle.

As a fantasy narrative, this novel can take its place amongst Tolkien and the best of science fiction writers 
such as Ursula LeGuin.  It is a well-sustained, exciting and suspenseful narrative written in a lucid and powerful 
style. As one comment on the book says, “This riveting story is a call to awaken, to face the unfaceable and to 
find the heart of humanity”.

In his work with The Circle, Kyr undergoes a series of encounters and lessons which gradually lead him 
away from his life of addiction and savagery. He moves beyond the abuse he has suffered to repent of his wrong 
actions, to overcome guilt and shame, to put self-hatred behind him, to learn human qualities such as kindness, 
forgiveness, compassion, joy and love. At the end of this journey he is able to create a work of art and to resolve 
that his future journey is to bring to others the liberation he has himself experienced.

The author includes an Afterword in which she provides some questions and guidelines 'To help in 
deepening your experience of the book and how it has affected you”. This book certainly invited me to reflect on 
my own journey and the extent to which I could relate to the process which is expressed through its symbols, 
metaphors, actions and characters. While Kyr's situation is an extreme one, I feel that most people will find in the 
story a journey towards redemption which will touch on their own.

It should be stressed that this is a book which deals with adults themes and includes moments of violence 
and both the distortion and the beauty of sexuality, all pointing ultimately towards an outcome of human 
wholeness.
 ! The ancient prophecy foretells that Kyr must undergo three hells and this first book of his inner journey is 
just the first. The remaining two books of the trilogy will tell of the others. The final paragraph of the Afterword 
draws our attention to the fact that each individual journey of healing also contributes to the healing of the 
macrocosm.

“Dark Innocence” takes place in a fictional society, and yet it may show us something about what we 
might heal, change and develop in our own society. For example, how might we devote more energy 
towards healing and forgiveness, and less towards punishment and vengeance? How could that change 
our society overall?”

Dark Innocence is published by Rose Press and is available from bookstores.
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Buffalo Five, Poems by Rasunah Katz
reviewed by Malama MacNeil

How does one begin to review this new collection of poems from Rasunah Katz?  
Any of us who have been privileged to hear Rasunah read at Subud California regional gatherings over the 
years will be surprised that this is her first collection in print.  These are fully realized poems, speaking with the 
authority of a mature voice, in language as natural as breath, or flowers blooming, and as beautiful. 

She begins the volume with this epigraph from Antonio Machado: "Memory is good for one astonishing thing it 
does: it brings dreams back."  The title, she notes is from a dream she had in Oct., 1979; both memory and 
dreams are at play here: her father's presence (In Memory of My Father), childhood (Bear Creek, McCloud 
1952), first love/ sexual encounter (Chileo Was Not the First), the friendships and passages of a lifetime (Lily 
Full of Grace, The Light), and the actual dreams of Buffalo Five I, and Buffalo Five II. 
 
Many titles reflect the northern California where she spent her childhood, or the area near Elk which has been 
her home for forty years, but the sense of place is wider than geography. These poems grow out of the 
landscape, which is at once the beautiful, wild Mendocino coast:  

"Tonight on the Mendocino Headlands,/we catch sight of the grey whales/heading south./ The sky drawn 
back./The tumult of yellow grass waving./ the light seeming on the edge of the world...." (This is an 
Indian Wind, 1000 Business Cards are Blowing Down the Red Road) 

and the deeper, older landscape of dreams: 
"...Looking out the window,/ you would be gazing north/ toward the mountain./ Everything terrible/ came 
from the mountain./ Everything tender./ Everything you could not speak/ was sent there,/ from there 
returned,/ disguised as snow/ or moonlight." (Mt. Shasta) 

of myth: 
"...And they shall spread/ over the earth like stones/ sand will scatter with the four winds/ old age will 
walk beside them./ Water will flow from their roots./ And you shall master the stars with songs/ walk to 
the beating of wings/ run to the roaring water in the canyon." (There Shall be a Legend)

and of the grief that transforms:
"...In moments like these/ when the events of men/ break open a wounded heart/ I go back to that 
tenderness/ that unattainable longing/ to name things simply:  River Tree Rock,/ I would crawl on 
hands and knees/ to find the light in all of this/ To hear the cadence of what/ was once called grace."

The number five, in the dream, we are told refers to the man/woman "in touch with his/ her spiritual instincts." 
Rasunah's spiritual life is present here, explicitly  Subud:

..."something indescribable/ With a language all its own/ It finds the song in her...." (The Opening II)
"...The inner heart/ beats across the miles/ between us./ In a latihan dream,/ I felt you moving/ like silk,/ 
above the burning earth...."

 and also in the simple humanity shared in the language of the poet:
"...It is in this/ exceptional moment/ of notice,/ of witness,/ that we are surrendered,/ delivered by those 
souls/ transforming/ creation itself."

Buy this book, read these poems. These are poems to live with, to reach for in the wakeful dark, or to sit with in 
the sun of long afternoons, to savor, and to allow to carry us to that soul place of poetry where longing and 
beauty merge.
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Ritual Two
Malama Macneil

And when it comes to the choice
it may not be the one for which we’ve planned,
prepared, on which we’ve counted. 
But we may find we’ve waited at the station 
for a train that’s moving through another land;
the place we’ve left is where we long to be.
It may be as simple as waking to discover
we’ve been sleeping in the wrong room
and even in the middle of the night, it’s time to move;
or finding that to taste the last figs 
before storms sweep the branches bare
is what we’ve hungered for,
that to listen to the sound of rainfall
is better, needed more, than sleep;  
‘til quietly weeping for no reason 
save the joy of coming home,
we find the landscape of the heart opened:

the long vista, the vineyard glowing gold,
the scent of cedar lingering like incense, 
our offerings set out, of honey,
and of milk we pour upon the earth. 

Aurora,  11/09/02 

            

Soul
Harvey Carlock

My soul is a stretch of road,
Searching for the feel of the right automobile.  

Smooth like silk,
Not bouncy and floaty,
Not rubbly or loud,
Not flashy and glitzy,
Not plain nor bare.

Give me the feel of passion with grace,
Give me the thrill of setting the . . . course.

Set my soul on fire!
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                Latihan

                      ?

                    Begin, a guy said,
                    and we began to meander,
                    each of us on our own--        
                    a lowing of men,
                    like cows going for clover,
                    for guidance from somewhere:

                    Some in slow dirges
                    with their eyes shut;

                    Some gently swaying
                   like the limbs of old oaks
                    in a light breeze;

                    Some skipping,
                    hopping in zig-zags across the floor,
                    connecting the dots,
                     following some inscrutable geometry
                     in their heads;

                     Some flat on their backs
                     or face down,
                      their arms going up and down
                      like my kids used to do
                      making angels in the snow;

                      Some put their hands together
                      like a cup,
                      to catch some nectar in the air
                      to make their prayers work;

                      And the voices: 
                      a cacophany of "Allahs" 
                      and "Akbars",
                      swoons and sighs,
                      an echolalia of tongues 
                       from the Orient,
                       the Far East,
                       from Indonesia,
                       or from Atlantis, for all I knew.

           But there was a rapture in it,
          something baptismal going on,
          a sonority of souls all singing,
          and having visions
          that made the men weep.
                               
           None of them could tell me
           what exactly had happened 
           to them.
           Only their sweat, tears, and trembling
           were signs of their 
           conversations with God.

             As for me,
             I haven't been opened       
             or surrendered 
            --not really, not yet.
             But pregnancies are a slow thing,
             growing in secret most of the time.

              So for now, I'll remain a pagan,
              knowing Pan and Dionysius
              aren't dead,
              Still drunk to the bone like me
              on the way to Hades,
              without a hint or the hindrances
              of having a soul
               that the new religions claim.

                But, then, I'm a poet 
                of the Old School,
                knowing
                Like a kid I have fallen into Milk.

                And that's enough to feel reborn
                 from season to season.

                                 - Charles Whitt        



                                        emmanuelriddlemaker@gmail.com
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and finally....

Here’s a riddle.
 First person to send me the right answer will receive as a prize one of my riddle boxes a published 
by Pomegranate Publications.  

Here it is: 

We’ve written stories, poems
Letters, complaints

Arguments and instructions.
There are many of us

More than can easily be counted.

We know little or nothing
of each other 

And even though we all have 
The same name

No one knows who we are. 

mailto:emmanuelriddlemaker@gmail.com
mailto:emmanuelriddlemaker@gmail.com

